ABSTRACT. Let JQ, be the Bessel function of the first kind of order a > -1. Then Goi(z) := z~aJ a (z) is an entire function whose zeros are all real. We note that under appropriate conditions, the Lagrange interpolant of / : R -*• C in the zeros of Ga(Tz) where r > 0 is an entire function of exponential type r. We denote it by L T , a (/;2) and study the mean convergence of L Tj a(f'r) to / as r -> oo. We obtain a theorem which is analogous to two well-known results, one due to J. Marcinkiewicz and another due to R. Askey. Some of the lemmas which we need for our proof of the theorem are results of independent interest; for example, Lemma 13 is an extension of the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem.
Introduction and statement of the main result
For each n G N, let a system of n distinct nodes -1 < #n,n < * * * < X ni k < '" < X n ± < 1 (l) be specified. Let L n _i(/; •) denote the polynomial of degree < n-1 which interpolates / at the given nodes. It was shown by Faber [10] that for some / G C [-1,1] , the sequence {L n (/;x)} does not converge uniformly to f(x). Let QOJ QI, • • • be an orthogonal system of polynomials on [-1,1] corresponding to some non-negative weight function w belonging to L 1 [-1,1] . It was proved by Erdos and Turan [9] that if the points in (1) are the zeros of <2 n , then for each / G C [-1,1] and p = 2 r»l \f(x) -L n (f;x)\ p w(x) dx -» 0 as n -» oo .
£
At about the same time as Erdos and Turan, but independently of them, Marcinkiewicz [19] proved the following It may be added that limsup n _ 00 |/(0) -t n (/;0)| = oo for every 9 if the continuous and 27r-periodic function / is suitably chosen [14, 20] . Note that the case w(x) = (1 -x 2 ) -1 / 2 of (2) is contained in (3). Askey [2, 3] looked for values of p > 2 for which (2) holds and observed that it was not possible to find such a p for all weights. In the positive direction, he proved the following For further results about the mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation based on the zeros of Jacobi polynomials, see [23] and some of the papers cited therein.
We consider Lagrange interpolation of non-periodic functions in an infinite set of points on R. Polynomials or trigonometric polynomials are clearly not suitable for such a purpose. According to a well-known result, a complex-valued function t is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n if and only if it is the restriction to R of an entire function of exponential type n which is periodic with period 27r. Thus, it is natural to use (non-periodic) entire functions of exponential type to interpolate non-periodic functions in an infinite set of points on R. If so, what kind of points on R would be suitable for interpolation by entire functions of exponential type and for obtaining a convergence theorem like the one of Marcinkiewicz? In this paper, we shall see that multiples of the zeros of Bessel functions of the first kind of order a > -1 are such points.
The Bessel function of the first kind of order a > -1 can be defined by [33, p. 40] 2u '.M-G'JB-^Hifelj-
Note. Here and elsewhere in the text ( a , ( / 0 will mean exp(alogC) where the logarithm has its principal value.
In view of (4), it is interesting to note that according to a classical formula [ 
uniformly in every bounded region of the complex plane . From the coefficients in the expansion (5) for J^z) it is easily seen that is an even entire function of order 1 type 1 [5, Theorem 2.2.10] and so is of exponential type 1. It may be mentioned that
According to a theorem of Lommel [33, p. 482] , the function J^z) has only real zeros if a > -1. They are all simple with the possible exception of z = 0. Arranging the positive zeros of J a in increasing order of magnitude, we shall denote the /rth zero by ja,]* or simply by jfc, if there is no ambiguity. For each k G N, the zero -j a^ of JQ, will be denoted by j^-k or by j-k .
From (6) it follows that if -1 < x n , n < • • • < x n^ < 1 are the zeros of P"'^, and if we write x n ,k = cos8 n^, 0 < 9 n^ < TT, then for a fixed k > 1 Qnk ~ -as n -^ oo . n To / : M -» C, we formally associate which interpolates / at the points jfc/r, (A; G Z \ {0}). Note that r does not have to be an integer.
In order to state our main theorem, we need to introduce a couple of definitions.
Definition 1.
Given p > 1, we denote by ^^(6) the set of all measurable functions / : R -> C satisfying J -c ifp> 2.
1.1. Why the weight |a:| 2a+1 in (9')? Let {A n } be an increasing sequence of real numbers, A n ^ 0, A_ n = -A n , and for large n, 0 < A n < n + a/2 -1/2. According to a result of Boas and Pollard ( [6] or [5, Corollary 9.6.14]), if / is an entire function of exponential type satisfying
and a<P, then f(z) = 0 if /(A n ) = 0 for n = ±1, ±2,... . Using some of the facts about the zeros j a^i which are listed in the next section, it easily can be concluded from the preceding result of Boas and Pollard that if an entire function of exponential type a < r vanishes at the zeros of G a (Tz), then it must be identically zero; here a = r is inadmissible as the example G a (rz) shows. This means that an entire function of exponential type a is completely determined by its values at the points ja,k/T if cr < r, but not necessarily so if a = r. However, the quadrature formula [11, 13] /.
^VM^^Ej^f/^) do)
k= -oo holds for all entire functions of exponential type 2r if the integral on the left exists in the sense of Lebesgue. Since (10) correctly evaluates the integral for all entire functions of (exponential) type 2 times r, we see it as a Gaussian quadrature formula. We find it interesting that the weight |X| 2Q:+1 and the nodes ja,k/T involved in (10) play the same role in (9') as the corresponding quantities (1 -x) a (l + x)P and the zeros of P^'^3, involved in the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula, do in (4). It is for this reason that we consider (9') to be an analogue of (4). 
Auxiliary results

Relevant facts about
Since Ja(z) -(~) cos(2: -a| -^) is regular and of exponential type in D\t z > 0 and is 0(x~3/ 2 ) as a; ->• oo by (11) , it follows from Lemma 2 below that 
For all large m £ N, the number of zeros of J a in the interval (0,ra7r + (f + |)7r) is exactly m [33, p. 497] .
According to a result of McMahon ( [22] ; also see [21] , [33, p. 506] ) the fcth positive zero is given by
Since for all k £ Z \ {0} the zeros ja^ are simple, it follows that if jo := 0, then
ia.fc+l -ja.fc < ^2 = ^(a) ,
where 5i, 82 are positive constants depending only on a . Formula (14) implies that for all large k
\^--2--i)\>-m' V2
Hence, by (13) , there exists k^ £ N such that 1^M1> * ,! if|*|>*d.
The zeros of JQ, are all simple and so J' a {\jk\) ^ 0 fo r all k ^ 0. Therefore, from (17), it follows that for some positive constant C2 = C2(a) depending only on a, we have K(li*l)|> r^r fc = ±l,±2,... ,
and so It is clear that if C = iji + £ where £ > 0, then
Besides, it is easily seen that as £ -» 0,
In order to prove this, we note that if 6 :-minf^s,^} and ^ is sufficiently small. The estimates (24) , (25) , and (26) readily imply (23) . Hence, (20) holds also for C = iji, i.e.,
According to (21) and (22), respectively, we have Since sin^'i^) > 0 for 0 < t < 1, the integral is (strictly) positive and so H^jie The preceding result is really due to Macintyre [18] , although it was not stated in this form by him.
G.W^_(-l)-»»,
Remark 4. The restriction on the exponential type of g is redundant. Indeed, if g is of exponential type r > TT, then g (-^z) is of exponential type ^ .
Lemma 7. If g is an entire function of exponential type r, and if g
The case p > 1 of this inequality is classical [5, Theorem 11.3.3]. That it holds also for 0 < p < 1 was proved in [26] .
Lemma 8. // g is holomorphic and of exponential type in the open right half-plane and belongs to
Proof Since g £ L p (0, oo), ^(a:) -> 0 as x -> oo by Lemma 4 and so, in particular, h(0) < 0. By Lemma 6 applied to g(z.+ e), g(z) = gi(z) + g2{z) where gi is an entire function such that gi(x) = O (l/\x\) as x -^ -oo and ^2 is regular and of exponential type in ZRtz > e satisfying g2(
. By Lemma 7, p^ belongs to Z^(M). Next, we note that the function z 92(z), which is of exponential type in fRzz > e, is bounded on [s, 00). Hence, by Lemma 2, its derivative xg^x) 4-^C^) is also bounded on [e, 00), so ^2(
We also need the following result due to Lindelof. 
The first sum on the right-hand side of (42) may be estimated as follows. Let 6i be as in (15) and draw circles of radius |^ around each of the points ^j/, |{| < A^^, I ^ 0. On each such circle \z -^ji\ = |^, we have The results contained in [7] , [11, Lemma 3] , [17] , [28] , and [34] may be seen as being relevant to Lemma 13, but they do not contain it. 
Lemma 14. Let a> -
i, p > 1 or -1 < a < -\, 1 <p < , l+2a| ■ If E /c=
Ja(nx) (7rx) a (7rx-jk)
The condition on p also makes sure that dx < cs for fe = ±1, ±2,..., ±(fci -1) . 
(58)
In particular, (58) holds for z belonging to the boundary of the disk Dk^1) on and inside which the function y/itz ^z-j ' ls holomorphic. Hence, by the maximum modulus principle, (58) holds also for z G Dk(8'), i.e., it is true for all z G A a . Amongst the points { !^} A . eZ 5 there are possibly two which are closest to n + £ n . Let ^ be (any) one of them. In view of (57), we have
Now, let us return to (55) and write 
n -k-\-fk
Using, in the second sum on the right, the estimate (58) for k = k n and (56) for all other A;, we obtain 
Since / belongs to L p and to L p (^o, 1), there exists a step function ^2 vanishing outside (-1, -60] U [5o, 1) such that
The step functions fii, ^2 may be chosen such that 0 < fij(x) < M, j = 1,2, at points where /(a:) > 0, and -M < ilj(x) < 0 when f(x) < 0. Now put {0 for \x\ > Yo or |x| < <5o, fii(x) for 1 < |a;| < Yb, 1^2(x) for 5o < |a;| < 1 .
From (72) and (76), it follows that ai XVP /O\1/P whereas (70) and (74) imply
by (71)- (73) 
G a (T(z-t)) STM^-jf^J®} '(T(z-t))l-jl
where A := /^ G^t)/^2 -j?)cft; A ^ 0 by Lemma 3.
For real z, we also may write dt """rt-iLti'^ffik*- contain facts about S T , a (f; •) which we need for the proof of our theorem on the mean convergence of L ria (f; •). 
if X > Y ai 2(e) . Let Y a := max{Y r aj i, 1^,2}. From the definition of ^4, it follows that for every 6 > 0, there exists a positive number TQ (8) 
is a continuous function of u which tends to | as -u -> 00, it follows that for all u e R, 
Since e is arbitrary, (85) holds for the case under consideration. Finally, let -1 < a < -£, 1 < p < j2^T\^ and / e ^a' p^) ^ some 6 > 0. This time, by Lemma 15, there exists a step function Q with compact support such that (69) holds. Since / -fl satisfies the conditions of part (ii) of Lemma 16, using (78), we obtain 
Now let e be any positive number. In view of Lemma 18, the right-hand side of (102) can be made less than e by taking a large enough. With this, the theorem is proved. does not remain bounded as r -> oo. This idea has been used before in a similar situation [12] . 
Justification of Remark
As regards (104), it can be established in a manner analogous to Lemma 18 by first proving it for step functions, which involves verifying it for [0,a], [a, b\ where 0 < a < b < 1; the argument can be completed as before with the help of Lemma 15 and the following (easy to prove) modification of Part (i) of Lemma 16. 
